FIRST MEETING FOR CHEM 267 (FIRST THURSDAY OF CLASSES)

EH&S TRAINING. YOU WILL RECEIVE DETAILED INFO VIA EMAIL.

GO TO SPECIFIED PRELAB ROOM IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE EH&S TRAINING FOR A PRELAB MEETING, THEN IMMEDIATELY TO LAB (ISB-255 – orange entrance about half-way down hall))

WRITE DOWN YOUR LOCKER NUMBER BEFORE ENTERING LAB (POSTED JUST OUTSIDE OF LAB).

PUT ON EYE PROTECTION, FIND YOUR LOCKER.

MEET TA, CHECK EQUIPMENT AGAINST LIST, REPLACE MISSING/BROKEN EQUIPMENT (SEE FIGS IN CHAPT 1 OF LAB TEXT FOR PICTURES OF EQUIPMENT), KEEP LOCKER KEY FOR SEMESTER, GIVE TA CHECK-IN LIST.

SECOND MEETING:

YOUR 1ST EXPT IS APPROACHING (2ND WEEK OF CLASSES)– WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO BEFORE COMING TO LAB?

ESSENTIAL: DO SAFETY AND COURSE POLICY OWLS, HAVE GOOD PRELAB OUTLINE.

(You will not be allowed to work unless you have completed the owl safety and course policy assignments and prepared a good prelab outline.)

WELL BEFORE COMING TO LAB

DOWNLOAD HANDOUTS FOR NEXT EXP AND READ THEM CAREFULLY.

DO OWL PRELAB ASSIGNMENTS BY DEADLINE.

DO READINGS FROM LAB TEXT.
BASED ON HANDOUTS, TEXT, AND OWL INFO, WRITE A GOOD PRELAB OUTLINE. (TEST OF GOOD OUTLINE -> CAN YOU DO EXPT USING ONLY YOUR OUTLINE?)

ON THE FIRST DAY OF LAB

GO TO PRELAB ROOM BY 1:25. AFTER PRELAB MEETING GO IMMEDIATELY TO LAB.

AFTER TA GIVES PRELAB TALK AND CHECKS OUTLINE, BEGIN WORK.

KEEP GOOD NOTES – SEE LINKS TO SAMPLE NOTEBOOK ENTRIES ON 267 WEBSITE.

WHEN FINISHED, CLEAN UP WORK AREA, BE SURE TO TURN OFF ALL ELECTRICAL DEVICES AND ALL OTHER UTILITIES (AIR, VACUUM, WATER) AND GET TA SIGNATURE.

BEFORE NEXT LAB

IN THE SAME WAY PREPARE FOR NEXT EXP

POSTLAB OWL COMPLETED AND REPORT SUBMITTED FOR PREVIOUS EXPT – DEADLINE IS FRIDAY AT NOON, ONE WEEK AND ONE DAY AFTER COMPLETING AN EXPERIMENT – THIS IS USUALLY THE FRIDAY AFTER THE NEXT LAB MEETING.